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QUESTIONNAIRE
1. When teaching, do you use interactive methods and forms of education?
А. Yes
B. No
C. Sometimes
2. Which of the following interactive methods and forms of education do you use?
А. Problem-based Learning
B. Active Learning
C. Learning-by-doing
D. Open and distance Learning (based on ICT)
E. Project based Learning
F. Teamwork
G. Neither of the above
3. How often do your students present the results of their teamwork by means of multimedia presentations?
A. Always
B. Sometimes
C. Never
4. In your pedagogical routine, do you work with Open source platforms, such as Java, You tube, Vbox7 etc.
А. Yes
B. No
C. Rarely

5. Where have you gained your knowledge on how to use the abovementioned methods and forms?
А.Organized training courses
B. Self-education through specialized literature
C. Self-education through Internet
D. Sharing of experience among colleagues
E. Other
6. In your opinion, do these methods and forms facilitate the teacher’s role in the process of teaching and
training?
А. Yes
B. No
7.

In your opinion, do these methods have a positive impact on the activity and overall achievement of your
students?
А. Yes
B. No
8.

Do you think that interactive methods and forms could find wider application in the sphere of education in
Bulgaria
А. Yes
B. No
C. I don’t know

9. If you gave a positive answer to the previous question, please indicate what you need most for your everyday
pedagogical practice:
(please chose only one of the following)
a. Practical seminars
b. Specialized literature and materials in Bulgarian language
c. Teachers’ manuals
d. A specialized (for teachers, students and parents) educational website
e. .......................................................... (please add something else, if you like)

Questionee’s profile (you can indicate more that one answer, if necessary)
 I teach in:
elementary school, middle school, high school



I teach the following subjects:



Are there any other forms of education you are involved with, apart from compulsory education? If so, which?



Your experience as a teacher:

1-5 years

6-15 years

more than 15 years

